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Abstract
Exploratory programming is a software development style in which code is a medium for prototyping ideas and solutions, and in which even the end-goal can evolve over time. Exploratory programming is valuable in various contexts such as programming education, data science, and end-user programming. However, there is a lack of appropriate tooling and language design principles to support exploratory programming. This paper presents a host language- and object language-independent protocol for exploratory programming akin to the Language Server Protocol. The protocol serves as a basis to develop novel (or extend existing) programming environments for exploratory programming such as computational notebooks and command-line REPLs. An architecture is presented on top of which prototype environments can be developed with relative ease, because existing (language) components can be reused. Our prototypes demonstrate that the proposed protocol is sufficiently expressive to support exploratory programming scenarios as encountered in literature within the software engineering, human-computer interaction and data science domains.
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1 Introduction
In traditional software development processes, a predefined set of requirements specifies what features the software must support under which circumstances. Exploratory programming1, however, is an open-ended activity with no upfront specification. Exploratory programming is a style in which code is used as a medium for prototyping, and in which the goal and solution are to be discovered together through experimentation [3, 47, 56]. An essential characteristic of exploratory programming is experimentation within a design space, trying out different design alternatives by extending or tweaking programs. Programming environments can support this programming style by allowing programmers to create, edit, and evaluate (partial) programs.

In conventional IDEs, experimentation is often limited by the edit-compile-run cycle, which does not offer the desired experience in terms of feedback and responsiveness.

1The term ‘exploratory programming’ was coined by Beau Shiel in 1986 [52] and is sometimes also referred to as ‘opportunistic programming’.
Command-line REPLs (Read-Eval-Print Loop), such as the Python interpreter and JShell REPL for Java, support incremental programming, in which a program is developed piecewise by entering and executing code fragments rather than full-fledged programs [60]. In REPLs, the effects of code fragments are immediately reported to the user, and, to varying extents, the current program state can be inspected, queried or accessed in various ways. As such, REPLs provide a better interface for experimentation than conventional IDEs. Computational notebooks, such as the MatLab environment [18] and Jupyter notebooks [26], go beyond REPLs by supporting re-executing, modifying, and/or copying previously executed code fragments stored in code cells, interleaved with documentation. Through documentation cells, literate programming [27] is combined with incremental programming, making it easier to communicate ideas with collaborators. However, computational notebooks are still limited from the perspective of exploratory programming (e.g., lack of feedback, reusability, and information about notebook’s execution state) [10, 16, 20, 22, 23, 46, 50].

**Motivating Example.** Figure 1 shows a prototype of an exploratory programming environment for QL, a DSL for specifying questionnaires. The left-hand side shows a code editor and a running application view, representing the currently active version of the code and the current run-time state of the rendered questionnaire, respectively. The right-hand side of the figure shows a tree-structured trace of all interaction with either the code or the running questionnaire, in the form of code cells containing commands.

The figure displays the end-result of the following steps:

- The programmer defines the first question “What is your age?” Source edits are reflected in the REPL history as semantic deltas [61] (cell 3a58).
- She then tries it out by entering the value 42 in the run-time view, resulting in the command `age = 42`.
- To experiment with computed questions, she forks off a branch by pressing the right-arrowed button. In the sub-tree (headed by cell 7ead), she enters a question that computes `2 * age`.
- Satisfied with the effect, the programmer moves back to the main branch using the lightning button, jumping back to 2a88, the last command of the main line.
- The height question is then added, again resulting in a semantic delta in the history.
- Next, the programmer wants to experiment with conditional questions. Another temporary branch is created, with another computed question, which is conditional on `height > 200`.
- Finally, she returns to the main branch, which ended at the entry of the `height` question. This is the state that is shown on the left of the figure.

The QL prototype demonstrates various interesting features related to exploratory programming. Firstly, multiple branches of code execution can be explored, and previous states can be revisited, without losing work. In this way, multiple variants of a program can be developed simultaneously such that their effects can be compared. Secondly, the prototype shows that certain actions in the interface (e.g., entering an age) result in executed code that can (therefore) also be undone. Our goal is to reduce the effort required for engineering programming environments with features like these for (new) software languages, DSLs in particular.

**Contributions.** This work reports on the next step in a research line aimed at designing and implementing features that simplify exploratory programming in (general-purpose and domain-specific) programming environments. Previous work has demonstrated how software languages can be (re)designed to enable exploratory programming with ‘execution graphs’ encoding execution histories as a central data-structure [11, 33, 60]. This paper contributes by presenting a protocol for interacting with execution graphs alongside an architecture designed for prototyping exploratory programming features. We evaluate the protocol by discussing the extent to which it supports exploratory programming scenarios encountered in the literature. The design, efficient implementation, and evaluation of features for exploratory programming are future work. The main contributions are:

1. We extend the foundations provided by earlier work (Section 2) to support divergent programs and to improve the handling of program output (Section 3).
2. We present the Exploratory Programming Protocol (EPP, Section 4) and an architecture (Section 7) with a potential for reducing the effort of engineering prototype environments for exploratory programming.
3. We discuss the expressivity of the protocol (Section 6) in relation to various exploratory programming scenarios encountered in the literature (Section 5).

We discuss strengths and limitations in Section 8, related work in Section 9 before concluding in Section 10.

## 2 Background

The foundations of the protocol presented in this paper are provided by the principled approach to REPLs of [60]. In this section we describe the main concepts using a basic calculator language as an example object language defined in Rascal [25]. In the next section we extend the approach based on observations made in [11]. The (abstract) syntax of the calculator language is as follows:

```plaintext
data Expr  = add(Expr lhs, Expr rhs)  | mul(Expr lhs, Expr rhs)
            | assign(str x, Expr e);  | var(str x)
            | lit(int n)
```

In the approach, a language is defined by its abstract syntax, the syntax of configurations, an initial configuration,
Figure 1. Exploring QL with branching time and fine-grained versioning. Top left: the source input; bottom left: the running application; right: the exploration trace.

```plaintext
form Form {
    "What is your age?" age: integer
    "What is your height?" height: integer
}
```

**Application**

What is your age? 42
What is your height? 0

Figure 2. Evaluation functions for the calculator language.

and a definitional interpreter. Configurations contain all results produced by executing a program and all contextual information needed to execute a program. For example, in the calculator language, configurations contain a result value and a store mapping variables (strings) to (integer) values.

```plaintext
alias Store = map[str var, int val];
alias Config = tuple[int result, Store store];
Config initial = <0, {}>;  
```

Evaluation functions are given in Figure 2.

A definitional interpreter is a function that simultaneously defines and applies the operational semantics of a language. In the example, the function `exec` is a candidate with the type `Config (Cmd, Config)`, i.e. it yields a configuration given a command (program) and a configuration. A definitional interpreter can also be seen to assign to every program of the language a function from configuration to configuration\(^2\), referred to by Van Binsbergen et al. [60] as the effect of the program. The effects of programs can be chained by applying the definitional interpreter repeatedly to programs and using the output of one program’s effect as the input of the other’s. Such chaining describes the incremental style of programming of REPLs. The soundness of the approach depends on the assumption that all relevant contextual information is recorded in the configurations. The practical implications of this assumption are discussed in Section 8. By defining the definitional interpreter, the language designer determines how the execution of a program influences the execution of subsequent programs.

Van Binsbergen et al. introduce the ‘exploring interpreter’ algorithm, a bookkeeping device that tracks program execution history in a graph structure, referred to as the execution graph, with configurations labeling nodes and programs labeling edges. Starting from the initial configuration, applications of the definitional interpreter (possibly) result in new nodes and edges added to the graph such that for every edge it holds that the source and target configurations of the edge capture the effect of the program labeling the edge.

An example execution graph is shown in Figure 3, showing the effect of three code snippets in the calculator language. The exploring interpreter algorithm supports three actions:

- `expr(add(lit(5), lit(2)))`
- `expr(mul(var("x"), lit(6)))`
- `assign("x", add(lit(5), lit(2)))`

![Figure 3. An execution graph for the calculator language.](image-url)
**execute** for executing programs and extending the execution graph, **revert** for changing the configuration used as input for the next execute action, and **display** for producing a structural representation of the current graph. The algorithm can be implemented generically, taking as type-level arguments the type of programs and configurations, and as (value-level) arguments a definitional interpreter and initial configuration of the correct types [11]. In this sense, the approach is (object) language-parametric.

Finally, the class of sequential languages is introduced for which hold that an operator $\otimes$ can be identified such that for any two syntactically valid programs $p_1$ and $p_2$ it holds that $p_1 \otimes p_2$ is a syntactically valid program whose effect is the composition of the effects of $p_1$ and $p_2$:

$$[p_1 \otimes p_2] = [p_2] \circ [p_1]$$

(1)

This definition states that a language is sequential if it has an operator for composing programs equivalent to chaining programs. A language with a definitional interpreter is made sequential by adding a top-level operator with its semantics given by Equation 1. A transitivity property follows stating that for every path in the execution graph of a sequential language, it holds that the source and target configurations capture the effects of the program formed by composing the labels of the edges of the path using $\otimes$ (in order).

In [11], Frölich and Van Binsbergen describe an implementation of the exploring interpreter algorithm and use it to evaluate the effects of certain implementation choices on the exploratory process. The authors conclude that the algorithm should support both a destructive and non-destructive variant of **revert** and that a tree view is easier to reason about since cycles are absent and there is a unique path from the root to every node – every node has a unique history.

The authors observed a distinction can be made between configuration components only used as 'output' and those influencing the execution of subsequent programs. The output components can be recorded on the labels of edges alongside the program. An example is the result field of the calculator configurations. In the next section we extend the approach to account for these suggestions.

## 3 Exploring Interpreter Extensions

This section describes extensions to the approach explained in Section 2. In our extended approach, a language is (optionally) defined to have output components separate from the configuration. Given a program and an input configuration, a definitional interpreter produces output and either diverges or yields an updated configuration. The definitional interpreter **exec** of the updated example has the type $\text{tuple}[[\text{Output}, \text{maybe}\{\text{Config}\}]]$ (Cmd, Config) with the following definitions:

```plaintext
alias Config = tuple[Store store]; Config initial = <{}>;
alias Output = list[int]; Output no.output = [1];
tuple[Output,Maybe[Config]] exec(expr(Expr e), Config c) =
... // produces <[]>, nothing() = if an unknown variable is used
```

Function **exec** yields no configuration when **eval** fails due to a reference to an unknown variable. Inspired by write-only entities in MSOS [38], output is a monoidal structure (here a list of integers) of which values can be concatenated. The transitivity property expressed at the end of Section 2 can be updated by using the monoidal operator to concatenate the output appearing as labels on edges. If a divergent program is chained with another program, the input configuration of the first is used also as the input to the second.

In our extended approach, an alternative version of the exploring algorithm is used and has been implemented as a modification to the generic algorithm of [11]. This algorithm labels the nodes of the execution graph with references rather than configurations and a mapping from references to configurations is maintained separately. The algorithm ensures the graph satisfies tree-properties by generating a fresh reference for every (successful) **exec** action. Edges are labeled with pairs of program and output. The **revert** action is destructive and a separate **jump** action is introduced as a non-destructive variant. Both receive references as argument rather than configurations. The revert action only accepts ancestors of the current node and removes only those nodes and edges that are on the path from the given ancestor $r$ to the current node, retaining $r$ and those nodes and edges that occur in any other paths from $r$. To preserve the benefits of sharing, our implementation recognizes whether a previously visited runtime state is reached by comparing configurations and maintaining sets of references pointing to the same configuration.

## 4 Exploratory Programming Protocol

This section introduces the Exploratory Programming Protocol (EPP), described as a sequence of TypeScript interface definitions, akin to the Language Server Protocol (LSP) [35].

The core of the EPP captures the actions of the exploring interpreter algorithm as RPC-methods and has additional methods to inspect and manipulate the execution tree. The full list of methods in the protocol is given in Table 1. The **execute**, **revert**, and **jump** methods correspond to the actions of the exploring interpreter algorithm. The **getExecutionTree**, **getTrace**, and **getPath** functions are variants of the **display** action to obtain (parts of) the execution tree in a structured format. The **meta** method gives access to meta-commands, providing language-specific services implemented in the back-end that do not involve updates to the execution tree. The remaining methods are auxiliary methods to extract information from the execution tree, such as the content of a specific configuration or a list containing all leaves.

### 4.1 Specification Using JSON RPC 2.0

The protocol is an instance of JSON RPC 2.0. The full specification is in the supplementary material of this paper.
Table 1. The methods in the exploratory programming protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>execute</td>
<td>See <code>execute</code> in Section 3 and the protocol specification in §4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revert</td>
<td>See <code>revert</code> in Section 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jump</td>
<td>See <code>jump</code> in Section 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getCurrentReference</td>
<td>Gets the reference labeling the current node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getAllReferences</td>
<td>Returns all references used as a label.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getRoot</td>
<td>Returns the reference labeling the root node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deref</td>
<td>Gets the configuration assigned to the given reference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getExecutionTree</td>
<td>Gets the execution tree in the form of the current node a list of edges and list of nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getTrace</td>
<td>Gets the edges representing the path from the root node to the current node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getPath</td>
<td>Gets the edges representing that path between the nodes labeled by two given references.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getLeaves</td>
<td>Gets the references labeling the nodes without outgoing edges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meta</td>
<td>Executes a meta-command without affecting the execution tree.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

interface ExecuteRequest extends RequestMessage {
    method: "execute";
    params: ExecuteParams;
}

interface ExecuteParams {
    program: string;
}

Listing 1. Interface definitions for the `execute` action.

The JSON RPC 2.0 protocol defines a request object, a response object, and an error object, which are all encoded as JSON objects. A request object contains an identifier, a method name and the type capturing the parameter(s) of the method (if any). A response object contains an identifier for the request it responds to and either a result or an error. The result can be any encoded JSON object and the error object contains a unique error code, a short descriptive error message, and optional extra error data as an object.

The exploratory programming protocol is an interface between the front-end or GUI of a programming environment and an exploring interpreter serving as a back-end. The requests and response pairs of the protocol encode the actions of the exploring interpreter algorithm as JSON objects, of which we detail the `execute` specification in Listing 1. The `execute` action is encoded with a request with the method specified as "execute", and a parameter object containing a string representing the program to be executed.

As a response, the `execute` action can produce an error or a (normal) result, for which the interfaces are defined in Listing 2. The result contains the current reference from both before and after the execution, the output produced by the execution, and an optional object containing the result of post-processing the effects of the execution (discussed below). The references and the output are part of the edge added to the execution tree. The program component completing the edge is part of the request and is omitted from the response.

interface ExecuteResponse extends ResponseMessage {
    result?: ExecuteResult;
    error?: ExecuteError;
}

interface ExecuteResult {
    source: uinteger; // reference before execution
    target: uinteger; // reference after execution
    output: object;
    post?: object;
}

interface ExecuteError extends ResponseError {
    code: DefaultErrorCodes | ProgramParseError;
}

Listing 2. Interface definitions for responses to `execute`.

Following the terminology of Section 2, the effect of a program is the set of changes it makes to a configuration and the output it produces when successfully executed. The source, target, and output fields of an `ExecuteResult` object contain all the information necessary to compute the effects of the executed program, using a `DerefRequest` to gain access to the relevant configurations. On top of this, the optional `post` field contains any data that the back-end wishes to send to the front-end in response to an execution request by doing additional post-processing on the execution result. This can be used to compute (a summary of) the effects of a program on behalf of the front-end, as it may be more convenient to compute this information in the back-end. Such post-processing is used, for example, in the back-end for eFLINT to determine any norm violations resulting from executing a program. Finally, an `execute` operation might fail, e.g., because the program cannot be parsed (`ProgramParseError`) or the request object is invalid (`DefaultErrorCodes`).

5 Supporting Exploratory Programming

This section collects desirable features of programming environments for exploratory programming from the literature...
in the software engineering, human-computer interaction, and data science fields. The next section demonstrates how the EPP protocol is used to implement some of these features.

Exploratory programming is a programming style in which users (programmers) use experimentation to simultaneously find what end-result is desired, as well as the program producing that result. Exploratory programming thus requires the ability to develop a program incrementally and get immediate feedback after every submitted program (fragment). Feedback is essential to users in order to evaluate the result of the programs they submit and, if the output does not produce the desired result, users should be able to discard programs easily [10]. In particular, the user should receive enough information about the effects of the most recent execution to update their mental model of the run-time state in order to be able to predict the effects of the next program they intend to submit (e.g., see the Scrubbing Calculator [63]). From this perspective, computational notebooks do not always offer sufficient feedback [10]. And as stated by Don Norman “poor feedback can be worse than no feedback” [41]. User affordances are needed to inform about program state (the executed program (fragments)) and run-time state (the context in which the next execution will take place).

**Micro-Versioning.** Users should be able to work with different versions of both code and (intermediate) results [3, 14, 21, 65]. As such, users can better understand the design space and make better coding decisions. However, fine-grained (sub-file level) support for versioning, referred to as micro-versioning by Hiroaki et al. [36], is not common in present-day programming tools. From the interaction-design perspective, micro-versioning is challenging because users have to cognitively maintain multiple representations of code and the running program [14, 65]. In other words, users have to maintain multiple mental models of program and run-time states and which program resulted in which run-time state.

Software engineers use version control systems like Git or Subversion for versioning large-scale software projects. However, version control systems operate at the project and file level instead of the level of program fragments making them insufficient for micro-versioning as described above [20].

**Experimentation and Modification.** Systems that are difficult to modify are referred to as systems of high viscosity and are not suited for exploratory programming [3, 13]. Exploratory programming requires quick and easy creation and modification of program fragments while editing or after execution, without noticeable overhead [7, 16, 31].

Notebooks typically allow users to modify and re-execute existing code cells, but do not keep track of previous version of a code cell. This may leave a notebook in an inconsistent state in the sense that the contents of the code cells no longer respect (data) dependencies or give a different result when executed from scratch [10]. Users can also decide to copy cell contents to a new code cell [29]. This strategy ensures that program state remains consistent with run-time state, but results in an ever-growing program that records earlier unsuccessful experiments. As a result, users tend to start from scratch to avoid the aforementioned situations. Code cloning is a common practice in software development [49] and it is even more common and noticeable in exploratory programming environments [54]. Trial-and-error causes users to copy-paste code snippets with modifications to explore alternatives [3, 16, 65]. Especially non-expert users copy-paste code snippets and start tweaking them to understand their semantics and to adapt them to achieve their goals [31]. Users require a mechanism to display the history of the different commands they have executed in their sessions with a limited number of actions and be able to interact the alternatives they have created [16, 21, 33, 36, 65]. As discussed later, our experimental front-end supports backtracking with unlimited levels of undo/redo and branching explicitly, as suggested by Hauswirth and Azadmanesh [15].

**Managing Alternatives.** The exploratory style of programming may result in a collection of alternative versions of a program, which can grow rapidly with little organization [10]. It may be hard for users to keep track of the alternatives and the intermediate results they achieved throughout their explorations. Users should be able to browse through alternative program states, using an efficient representation of the possibly large number of alternatives. It should be possible to compare alternatives, both with respect to their program state and (intermediate) run-time state(s), to select the best candidate for further exploration. The ability to search through alternatives aids selection even further [10].

The documentation cells of notebooks enable literate programming [27] for explaining design choices and functionality. In an exploratory setting it should also be possible to document the exploration process itself. This gives users insights into the thinking that went into different exploration attempts, thereby supporting users in understanding (intermediate) results and attempting further explorations.

Outcomes should be easy to share with other users when an exploration session concludes. The ability to reuse code is important in software engineering, and reproducability is an important principle in (data) science. Jupyter notebooks are saved in a textual format that can be subjected to version control, shared easily with other users and rendered as HTML for online publication. An exploratory programming environment that supports the exploration of alternative programs has additional requirements. In particular, it should be possible to share only part of the exploration, i.e. only those alternatives having produced desirable results. But since the exploration process itself may contain meaningful information, e.g., about documented implementation decisions and false starts, sharing multiple alternatives should be an option. Ideally, the user has the ability to choose freely which alternatives to make available for sharing in a form that preserves...
the features mentioned earlier: (micro-)versioning, feedback, browse, compare, search, and documentation.

6 An Experimental Notebook Front-end

This section describes the features of a GUI interface which has been designed to experiment with novel features for exploratory programming in a notebook-like environment. The front-end communicates with a back-end via the EPP protocol. In particular, we use the front-end to demonstrate how certain features discussed in the previous section can be realized on top of the EPP (references to features appear in bold). The architecture on which we performed our experiments is described in the next section. A thorough design and evaluation of GUI components is part of future work. The features of the front-end are generic in the sense that they are not designed for a specific object language and behave similarly across languages. The artifact submitted alongside this paper includes the prototypes for the Idris and eFLINT languages using this front-end.

The main screen of the front-end, in this case for Idris, is shown in Figure 4. As the front-end is based on the EPP, it naturally supports backtracking and jumping to previous program states (history). Rather than visualizing the execution tree such as in [33, 60], the front-end shows a single ‘execution trace’ corresponding to the path in the tree from the root node to the node representing the current program state (center component). For each edge in the trace, the executed program is shown together with its output\(^4\) (feedback) and a button to revert to the state prior to that execution. The user is able to switch between execution traces by selecting the ‘Switch trace’ button on the right-hand side, associated with ‘head nodes’ and ‘tagged node’ (browse). Head nodes correspond to the leaves of the underlying execution tree, tagged nodes are selected by the user, e.g. to record states that have achieved interesting intermediate results (document). The head and tagged nodes are shown on the right-hand side of the screen with their identifier (the reference labeling the node of the execution tree) and the program executed to produce that node. The left-hand side contains code cells, output cells and documentation cells as is common in computational notebooks.

The front-end supports incremental program execution through the execution of code cells in two ways. Firstly, the notebook (left-hand side) component can be extended with new code cells for execution, and existing code cells can be modified and re-executed. The ‘Actions’ button attached to a code cell reveals, among others, a ‘Revert’ button and an ‘Execute’ button. To support micro-versioning and to better keep tracking of execution history, code cells in the notebook are associated with one or more edges of the execution tree, always showing one pair of ‘Previous state’ and ‘Output state’, together with the output labeling the edge (feedback).

Under ‘Actions’, the user can switch between different executions of the same cell. Secondly, the code cells that make up the execution trace (center) can be modified and re-executed. The “modify and re-execute” button attached to these cells makes it possible to execute the modified program in the state prior to its original execution, using a jump, and to subsequently re-execute all code fragments whose effects were undone by the jump, resulting in a new branch in the execution tree. The new branch is represented by a new head node on the right-hand side of the interface and is shown as the current execution trace. These features make it possible to experiment by creating alternative explorations as (minor) modifications of existing explorations (micro-versioning). Note that a modification to the cell may be such that the subsequent code fragments are no longer type correct, in which case errors are produced as they would normally.

The execution trace shows a program state that is consistent with the current runtime state. And as discussed, the notebook component is capable of keeping track of multiple versions of code cells. However, executing code cells from within the execution trace may cause inconsistency between the execution trace and the narrative of the notebook on the left-hand side. For this purpose, it is possible to ‘migrate’ the execution trace to the notebook by creating code cells with the context of the programs in the trace available under ‘Actions’. In this case, the annotations added to code cells in the execution trace (maintained by the front-end) can be turned into documentation cells. They are also used to add documentation to tagged cells in order to document the exploration process (document).

The head and tagged nodes appearing on the right-hand side can be selected (checkbox) for comparison. Clicking the ‘Compare nodes’ button opens a pop-up such as the one shown in Figure 5. The view has tabs for comparing configurations – summarizing runtime state – traces, and the annotations attached to traces (compare). This way, traces, individual configurations, and annotations can be placed side-by-side for comparison. Structural diff algorithms could be applied to show the difference to the user, but this feature is not yet part of our experimental front-end.

A search field is also available to filter the contents of a trace/configuration (Figure 5). The generic implementation of this feature performs a textual search on the underlying HTML. More sophisticated language-specific search options could be realized as well. For example, a programmer might like to search for configurations that satisfy some property written as a Boolean expression in the object language. In the next section we discuss how the Idris version of this front-end features a specialized version of search with which a user can search for occurrences and declarations of a variable.

The front-end is able to export and import execution trees, using the ‘getExecutionTree’ method of the EPP. This way

\(^4\)No output is produced by the declarations in Figure 4.
Figure 4. An experimental notebook interface with various generic exploratory programming features used with the Idris language. The dependently typed nature of Idris is shown by performing sHead on an empty vector, resulting in a type error.

Figure 5. Screenshot of the Idris prototype, showing a pop-up in which traces are compared.

exploration sessions can be shared with other users and subjected to version control (reuse and reproducability). Individual traces can also be exported using `getTrace` making it possible to share only certain desirable traces. Additional export functionality could be developed on top of these (and other) methods of the protocol too, to export exactly those traces in the tree ending in tagged nodes.

7 Reusable Architecture Implementation

This section describes the design and implementation of an architecture that enables research into generic or language-specific (UI) features for exploratory programming. Based on the EPP, the architecture demonstrates that the EPP is language-parametric in that it can be used for object languages for which a definitional interpreter is available (implemented in the back-end host language). The architecture is visualized in Figure 6. Given a choice of host languages for the front- and back-end, some components of the architecture are reusable across prototypes, as indicated by the dashed components. We explain how we used the protocol to implement several prototype programming environments for different object languages, emphasizing the connection between reusable components and language- or UI-specific components. The architecture has been used to implement prototype notebooks and REPLs for Idris [5], MiniJava [1, 8], eFLINT [57] and Funcons-beta [58]. The Idris and Funcons-beta prototypes are especially interesting as they are built on top of existing interpreters developed without anticipating their usage with the EPP. Other prototypes, such as the QL prototype described in Section 1 preceded the work presented in this paper and inspired the formulation of the protocol as well as the design and implementation of the architecture. The implemented prototypes, as instances of
the architecture, are available as part of the supplementary material of this paper.

7.1 Back-end

The back-end consists of a server parameterized by the following (object) language-specific components: a parser, a meta-handler, and a definitional interpreter. The definitional interpreter is used to instantiate a generic exploring interpreter, which maintains the execution tree. The server transforms a message from the protocol into operations on the three components. It then takes the result of these operations and transforms them into a message according to the protocol and sends it to the front-end. For example, execute requests are realized via the parser and the definitional interpreter by first parsing the input string with the given parser and then invoking the exploring interpreter.

Our prototypes are based on a reusable Haskell implementation of the server and exploring interpreter components. The latter is a modification of the implementation of [11] to account for the extensions in Section 3. The implementation of the execute method within the Haskell server is shown in Listing 3 (simplified for clarity). The request object is parsed as a JSON object. If the request is not correctly formatted, the InvalidParameters error is returned. Otherwise, the parser is applied to the program field of the request, returning an error (left err) or a parsed program (right prog). When parsing is successful, the exploring interpreter executes the program, resulting in an extended execution tree and optional output. The source and target labels (references) of the new edge are part of the result, together with the output and the result of any post-processing.

The parser is a language-specific component with the signature: String -> c -> Either String p, where c represents the configurations of the language and p the programs. The parser yields either a program or an error, and it has access to the current configuration. Access to the current configuration can be useful for context-sensitive parsing, e.g., Idris allows dynamic extensions of syntax. When the parse is unsuccessful, the parser can provide an error message sent to the front-end as part of the the error object.

Via the meta-handler, a back-end can deliver additional features. A meta-handler has the signature: Value -> Explorer p m c o -> m Value. The handler receives a parameter of the request (a JSON value), the current exploring interpreter, and returns a JSON value. The meta-handler has access to the exploring interpreter to support reading the execution tree. In our Idris prototype, we use meta-commands to provide semantics-based search through the execution tree. This search finds all leaves in which an identifier was declared.

The definitional interpreter implements the operational semantics of the language and has the following type signature: p -> c -> m (Maybe c, o), where p are the programs, c configurations, o is the monoidal output component, and m is an arbitrary monad in which the interpreter can execute. The signature is general in the sense that many languages can have an interpreter implemented according to the required

Figure 6. The architecture designed for prototyping programming environments with the Exploratory Programming Protocol. Rectangles with dashed lines indicate reusable components given a choice of host languages for the front- and back-end. Solid rectangles are language- or environment-specific components. Arrows with open triangles depict network communication, whereas solid arrows depict function application. Both connection methods are used for the client and client bridge.

Listing 3. Simplified Haskell fragment of the implementation of execute in the back-end server.

execute :: Value -> ErrorT ErrorMessage (EIP p m c o) Value
execute v = case (fromJSON v) :: Result ExecuteParams of
  (Error e) -> throwError (Error e)
  (Success v_new) -> do
    case parse $ program (v_new :: ExecuteParams) of
      Right prog -> do
        (ex_new, output) ← Ex.execute prog ex
        return $ toJSON $ ExecuteResult
        { source = Ex.currRef ex
        , target = Ex.currRef ex_new
        , output = toJSON output
        , post = postExecute ex ex_new output }
      Left err -> throwError ErrorMessage
        { code = programParseErrorCode
        , message = “Supplied program is invalid”
        , error_data = toJSON err }

was successful, the method calls the onExecute method, which calls the execute method of the request. When the response arrives, the client calls the doExecute method first to store the request to be later matched with a response. After receiving a response from the client bridge, the client calls the corresponding request handler method. These methods assign a unique reference to every request and store the request to be later matched with a response. The client bridge is an adapter, translating messages from the protocol used between the client and the client bridge into messages of the EPP, and vice versa. This layer of indirection makes it possible to support a wide variety of front-end implementations separate from back-ends.

Reflections on Reuse. The prototypes we developed as instances of the architecture use Haskell implementations of parsers, definitional interpreters, and meta-handlers. Both the server and the exploring interpreter component are language-parametric, and therefore only needed to be implemented once. The server and exploring interpreter need to be re-implemented in a different host language to use the protocol and architecture for object languages implemented in that host language. However, this (hypothetical) novel back-end can be combined with existing front-ends, as it relies on the language-agnostic EPP for its communication.

7.2 Front-end

The front-end is divided into two parts: an interface that extends a reusable client and a bridge that connects the front-end to the back-end.

The client provides an API for the interface developer abstracting over communication details. This is achieved by defining the client as an abstract class consisting of concrete methods for performing EPP requests and abstract methods for handling the EPP responses. The concrete methods are implemented once and for all within the client and are generic. These methods assign a unique reference to every request and store the request to be later matched with a response. After receiving a response from the client bridge, the client calls the corresponding request handler method. These handler methods are language-specific and must be implemented for every interface. For example, in a prototype for the eFLINT language, an execution action is performed as follows (see Listing 4). A button click triggers the execution of a code cell by calling the handler of the click event doExecute which calls the method execute of the client by providing the ExecuteParams of the request. When the response arrives, the client calls the onExecute method with the original request and the response as arguments. The onExecute method first determines if the request was successful or not. If the request was successful, the method calls the showViolations method to display any violations to the user when any violations are discovered by the back-end’s post-processing.

The client bridge is an adapter, translating messages from the protocol used between the client and the client bridge into messages of the EPP, and vice versa. This layer of indirection makes it possible to support a wide variety of front-end implementations separate from back-ends.

Reflections on Reuse. For our prototypes we have two implementations of the client component (hence the two arrows between client and client bridge in Figure 6): one implementation uses the WebSocket protocol as the communication format between the client and client bridge and the other uses a native UI, implemented using Python and the Tk interface. In the latter implementation, the client and client bridge are connected directly via function calls. Both front-end implementations are used to develop prototypes on the same Haskell back-end. In general, any implementation of the client (bridge) component can be used in combination with any implementation of the server component. The interface component can be implemented with both features and widgets that are generic and specific to a certain object language. Features can be developed on top of the generic part of the protocol, e.g., executing code in code cells, displaying execution traces, jumping to previous runtime states, etc. Such features are reusable across languages, reducing the workload for language engineers and providing a common experience for programmers switching between languages. On the other hand, a more tailored experience can be offered to programmers with features which are designed specifically for a particular object language, e.g., using post-processing and meta-handlers. With our architecture we can combine generic and language-specific features and replace generic features with specialized variants when available.

One way specialization is achieved is by making the implementation of a feature parametric such that language-specific behavior can be provided as an argument. For example, a variable watcher [33] – showing the assignments to variables in the current run-time state – can be implemented such that a function is given as an argument that extracts variable assignments from a configuration. A different argument is used for different object languages as each language has its own notion of configuration and approach to keeping track of assignments. Other examples are output cells and visualizations of the execution history when they include information extracted from configurations.

Another approach to specialization is overriding or extending a generic implementation of a feature. The default, generic implementation of the search functionality of our experimental front-end is realized in a text-based fashion by searching the DOM-rendering of the trace. In the Idris

Listing 4. TypeScript code that shows part of an interface implementation for the eFLINT language.
prototype, this implementation is replaced with a semantics-based search using the meta-handler for Idris mentioned earlier. The semantic search can be used to find only those code cells in a trace in which some variable \( x \) is declared or used, whereas with text-based search all occurrences of the letter \( \text{‘}x\text{’} \) will be found. Another example is for the eFLINT language, in which code cells have been extended with an indicator of any norm violations caused by executing the code cell. When the programmer clicks on the sign, the violations introduced by the program are shown in a modal dialog. In the search example, specialization was realized using the meta-handler for Idris. In the eFLINT example, the specialization was realized by the back-end applying post-processing to extract violations from the configuration produced by executing a program. These examples are specializations of otherwise generic features of an experimental notebook interface. Note, however, that this experimental front-end is but one implementation of the interface component of our architecture and that the above discussion explains reuse within that component. We have also developed prototypes using other interface implementations. For example, we have implemented a REPL running as a web interface. Since the REPL is developed using generic parts of the protocol, we can use the REPL for the other object languages without modifying the back-end. Another implementation in Python uses a native UI with a Tk interface.

8 Discussion

From the previous sections we conclude that the protocol offers benefits to the software language engineering process of building programming environments that support exploratory programming. We can use the protocol and architecture to experiment with the design of exploratory programming features with relative ease by reusing components. In Section 6 we provided evidence to the claim that the EPP supports interesting exploratory programming scenarios by relating features of a prototype to scenarios discussed in the literature. The thorough design and evaluation of GUI elements and features for exploratory programming is part of future work.

Applicability. The main limitation of our approach is that we rely on the availability of definitional interpreters and parsers for the object languages with which we wish to experiment. However, when a definitional interpreter is available, existing (generic) interfaces are immediately applicable to the new object language. Language-specific GUI elements, meta-handler functionality or post-processing steps can then be added on a by-need basis. The Idris and Funcons-beta examples show that existing interpreters can be reused, even when they have been developed without anticipating the EPP. To embed the Idris interpreter of [6] into our architecture, only four lines of Haskell code where needed to map errors to output. Adapting the interpreter of Funcons-beta [59], required around 50 lines of Haskell to extend the language to a sequential variant, following the methodology proposed in [60], and propagating bindings between funcon terms.

As indicated in [60], the class of languages to which the approach can be applied contains all languages that can have their semantics expressed as a (possibly partial) transition function. This class contains real-world, large-scale, deterministic programming languages, as is demonstrated by the body of literature on big-step, small-step and natural semantics [2, 19, 37, 39, 44] and does not necessarily exclude languages with non-deterministic aspects when these aspects can be captured algebraically [64]. However, implementing such a transition function as an efficient, production-ready interpreter maintaining explicit representations of configurations is another matter. Comparing alternative development strategies for such interpreters and demonstrating the practicality of the EPP in real-world environments is left as future work. The goal of this work has been to create an environment for experimenting with user interfaces and functionality for exploratory programming, without having run-time or space requirements as a limiting factor on the design space being explored. We intend to capitalize with future collaborations in the spirit of ‘PL and HCI: better together’ [9].

Object Languages. Our approach is particularly useful in the context of DSLs, since DSL engineers make different trade-offs regarding performance. Fast prototyping and design iteration with stakeholders is often more valuable than raw speed. In that sense, this work adds exploratory tooling for ‘free’, to the language workbench’s tool box. Several of the prototypes we developed are indeed for DSLs (eFLINT and QL). The design of object languages plays an essential role in the support for exploratory programming. DSLs capture abstractions tailored to specific domains, and programming environments can offer such high-level abstractions (and others) as widgets [3, 55] which can yield better and more powerful explorations [52]. The rendering of the QL form (Figure 1) is an example of such a language-specific widget, with modifications being reified as code [24, 66].

The exploratory programming protocol makes no assumptions about whether the object language is statically or dynamically typed. Exploration in statically typed languages is interesting because type-checking is expected to be performed on individual program fragments. This means that typing information needs to propagate between the (dynamic) execution of fragments and that, in some sense, the distinction between static analyses and dynamic evaluation becomes blurred. Figure 4 shows how a type error produced by the interpreter for Idris – a dependently typed language – is presented as output. Similar to offering flexibility in typing, exploratory programming can also significantly benefit from being able to submit partial programs with holes and receiving feedback on these holes [12, 42].
Debugging programs is another important aspect of exploratory programming [7, 28]. Traditional debugging requires users to switch between a source code and a debugging view, hindering users from having a clear picture of the run-time state, and preventing them to seamlessly continue experimenting [17]. Live programming helps users understand and comprehend their programs by giving immediate feedback about the program state after a change to the source code [45]. This is, for instance, demonstrated in our QL prototype. In another experiment, we treat stepwise debugging as a matter of language design. The methodology of [60] can be extended to incorporate stepwise debugging features, assuming a ‘stepwise interpreter’ is available. This is achieved by adding elementary debugging constructs such as debug(e), for some expression e, step, and continue as phrases to the object language. The intermediate results of steps are recorded in the execution tree, enabling jumping to an earlier point in a debugging session, reminiscent of omniscient debugging [4, 32]. The QL and Funcons-beta prototypes support stepwise debugging in this way.

Some computational notebooks enable polyglot programming in which multiple object languages are used simultaneously [40, 43, 53]. Being able to apply multiple languages within the same exploration session is considered desirable [7]. We are performing experiments to determine how to enable polyglot programming within our approach.

9 Related Work
Exploratory programming is becoming increasingly important, especially as the number of end-users is outgrowing the number of professional programmers [48]. There is a need for better tools and languages aimed at end-users. In this direction, computational notebooks (e.g., Jupyter, ObservableHQ, Apache Zeppelin, and Google Collaboratory) have become an interesting and popular solution used by end-users when they need to work with code, prose, and interactive results. However, as found in the literature, these programming environments have some limitations, especially for common exploratory programming tasks [10, 16, 20, 22, 23, 46, 50].

Everyday exploratory programming tasks require that users have to deal with different explorations [3, 14, 16]. For instance, Juxtapose [14] is a tool for managing different alternatives across source code and execution environments. It allows users to execute alternatives in parallel and display their results in the same window. This is a crucial task for exploratory programming not supported by popular notebooks. Juxtapose also generates a control interface that allows users to manipulate application parameters through sliders. Exploratory programming activities require support for versioning [23]. However, given that exploratory programming often relies on incremental program development, traditional software versioning systems are too complex and challenging to use for end-users. Therefore, Micro-versioning [36] is an interesting approach for versioning partial programs and results in exploratory programming environments.

Another critical aspect is the diversity of tools for exploratory programming. As the number of users increases, the number of exploratory programming environments is also increasing [30, 62]. This offers benefits to users; however, language developers need to offer support for different platforms, which is a cumbersome and expensive task. To address this problem, some protocols (e.g., the Language Server Protocol [35] and Debug Adapter Protocol [34]) have been defined to standardize communication between tools and languages so that language and tool developers can reuse a single implementation across platforms. For instance, LSP enables the communication between code editors and languages to offer different IDE services (e.g., auto-completion, go to definition, etc.). However, LSP does not formalize an API to manage the execution of programs. In Section 4, we present a first approach towards defining a language-independent protocol that considers the execution step, primarily to support exploratory programming scenarios.

10 Conclusion
We have presented a generic protocol and a reusable architecture for programming environments supporting exploratory programming, a style of programming characterized by prototyping, versioning, and various forms of experimentation. The protocol is generic in that it can be used for a large class of object languages and can be implemented in various host languages. The architecture enables us to experiment with novel features for exploratory programming in environments such as computational notebooks and REPLs. The prototypes developed in our experiments demonstrate that the protocol can be used to deliver features for many exploratory programming scenarios discussed in the literature. The next step in our research is to design, implement, and evaluate generic and language-specific user-interface components for exploratory programming, by taking advantage of the protocol and architecture presented in this paper.
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